
25.03.2021 MINUTES OF MEETING
Colerne Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group

Held via ZOOM

Time Location Via Zoom

Present Steve Ayres (SA)
Jacqui Bradburn (JB)
Peter Mellett (PM)
Jane Mellett (JM)
Bob Jones (RJ)
Sue Jones (SJ)
Bob Child (BC)

Apologies George Batterham (GeB)
Anne Nicholas (AN)
Mary Mellett (MM)
Hilary Holman (HH)
Gary Brain (GB)

Next Meeting 7.30 pm 22.4.21 via Zoom. Chair:
Recorded via

zoom:

Jane Mellett

Agenda Item

1.  Apologies (above)
2. Minutes of Last Meeting
3. Matters Arising
4. Topic Paper 3. - Recreation and sports
5. Basic Conditions
6. Consultation Spreadsheet
7. Draft Submission Version Part A.
8. Submission version of the Design Statement
9. List of loose ends to be completed to reach Submission

2. Minutes of Last Meeting:
Approved.

3. Matters Arising
4iv) The suggestion from Henning re Sustainable Building BEP 5 has been incorporated
(Wilts core strategy CP41). Although in emerging Local Plan they intend exceeding the
building regs. SA. suggested we should aim to incorporate the highest possible standards,
not just follow behind the LA. JB suggests including “at the time of writing, we understand
that ……… RJ to check the wording in the emerging Local Plan, to see if there is anything
worth adding to CP41.  NB update of WIP version 10th March to be shared with the group for
editing.

Trees -   Topic Paper 2, RJ and SA need to re read this for increased inclusion re trees. NB
Topic Papers will need to be formalised with good quality maps and diagrams and front
sheets, like the evidence reports. MM

RJ

RJ
SA
MM
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4. Topic Paper 3. Recreation and Sports

Emergent from the CHWB policies. Jacqui took this to the PC meeting, where they
understood that the NP could not allocate the field within the plan, but that the field remained
the preferred option, by the PC for expanding recreation facilities.

RJ suggested that the Topic Paper can be more expressive of community aspirations, and
this is also included as supportive for sport in Topic Paper 1.

Currently the evidence is largely via the football club. Need to incorporate material from the
Community Survey, and in the earlier Consultations. Emphasise additionally cricket and
other field sports.

Maps to be included - agreed just to include the one with the Cleaves Avenue site.The PC
would value as strong a position as is possible in support of this aspiration.

Some discussion of evidence of discussions so far between Carter Jonas and the PC re the
sports field. No agreed record of the meetings, so not appropriate for inclusion in the Topic
Paper, but could be alluded to within the TP. JM to update JM

5. Basic Conditions Statement.

This presented for information. It will need further updating to align with the new policies.

Also need to examine the SEA in a to show our response to the Reg 14 SEA so that this is
evident for the SEA to review pre- Submission (JM). Highlighted parts will need further
updating by MM.

JM
MM

6. Updated Reg14 Consultation spreadsheet

Addressing the statutory consultees responses:

Line 6 -  Carter Jonas-  Slight rewording  - “partially addresses the short term need while
ensuring the residual needs are met  with appropriate sites to be released in the future.”
(done MM)

Re the Con Club - wording refers to the owners having withdrawn the site> (done MM)

Line 58 - Environment Agency re contaminated land BEP11- applauded by them, though WC
suggest it should be removed. Agreed to discuss with Henning, but inclined to re-instate, as
is not just about MoD land. JM to raise at meeting with HT

Natural England - ensure we have fully incorporated their points.

Line 94 WC  - NB BC for the layout - must include the full list within the document as well as
through links.

Line 103 - S1 this now incorporated.

“Absence of a Conservation Management Plan” -  new wording to be additionally added to
the policy. RJ

Line 167  - Wessex Water -  In BEP1 - suggested  form of words needs adding as a point
within the policy. RJ

Parishioner responses -  RJ queried if all the concerns have been adequately addressed. JM
- we have certainly responded to all concerns. Whether individuals will be content with our
responses will be checked by the LA in the Submission version.

SJ - raised  i) Line no. 22 - re the airfield expectations by the parish. Response in the
spreadsheet - “acknowledged”. SA questioned the correctness of his statement, when there
were 26,000 movements in the past years until the last 3 years. JB emphasised that this
reflected the parishioners’ wish for the “status quo”. RJ noted that on page 13 “Managing

MM

JM

BC

RJ

RJ
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uncertainty” the future of the airfield is already softened. SA noted that with current defence
integrated review, the future of the SGS and the airfield is probably overtaken by events and
likely not to be disposed of. However all signs still point to the barracks being disposed of as
expected. SA to look into this statement in the context of wording within Topic Paper 2.

MM to give everyone rights to comment. Edit access to SA and RJ.

ii) Line 30 Key views in and out - needs re wording, whilst not reducing the importance of the
KV In. JM

iii) line 80-82.  “To be reviewed if Annington Homes’ lease from MoD is ended.” However, the
Military Housing is not dependent on the Barracks being present. Cannot speak for the
Azimghur Barrack site other than through the Concept Statement.

The integration of North Colerne, as in our plan - explain how the settlement needs more
community facilities if barracks close, and better communication paths to the village facilities.
NB the PC has already written to the MoD to register interest in land to improve footpaths
when possible. NB replace “agree” with “Noted” JM to re write accordingly.

iv) Slaughterford responses - NB - “Noted “and less subjective  comments. To be completed
in context of latest Topic paper1. JM

v) Line 93 -  omit “which we cannot escape” (Done by MM)

vi) Responses from parish councillors - including Glyn Thomas’ letter. NB need to include the
PC’s comments that are pre reg 14, but were to the Reg 14 edition - in the Consultee’s
spreadsheet, or should it be in the Consultation Statement. There have been no further PC
responses since reg 14. JM to check for MM to act on.

SA

JM

JM

JM

MM

MM

7. Draft Submission Version Part A.

RJ to send current draft (10th March, Google docs) to all with comment rights. Everyone to
look through for detail response for edits.

Topic paper 1 now huge as has all the 21 sites that were assessed. A clear evidence of our
assessments, but needs some feedback from our Link officer,  HT in his informal response -
as he has not commented on it. (HT confidential response to be shared internally, including
further comments from JB) JB thinks that HT’s comments remain supportive. In LP review,
there have been 5 properties built in the parish since the Rural HNS and HT suggests this
could be used as a source of estimate of the houses that will be built up to 2036. The Plan
also has Community Led Housing supported for small (less than an acre) rural exception
sites beyond the one site we have allocated. Ref. development sites policy.

Agreed that detailed proof editing needs to wait until we are closer to completion of the
current WIP. The current WIP draft is substantially different form the Reg 14 draft. However,
our basic over-riding vision and policies have not changed, only the arguments and
supporting dialogue. JaB suggested we need to read it with an eye to the average reader
being able to understand it.

RJ

ALL

8. Submission version of the Design Statement
This now ready for signing off, once final small edits are repaired. Everyone needs to read for
signing off at next meeting. JM happy it has incorporated both statutory and local consultee
responses. The Design Statement remains essentially the same with updated content.

AOB: None

NEXT MEETING:- 7.30pm via ZOOM Thursday 10th September 2020.

ALL
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9. List of loose ends to be completed to reach Submission
The final wording, pre design, can be sent to Aecom for a further SEA, together with an
account of our changes and our responses to the first SEA.The SEA  will accompany our
Submission version. Prior to Submission, every document will need checking by Place to
ensure everything fits together. SJ raised concern re. maps for the Thickwood site to ensure
that the tree positioning and numbering are  clear and legible and align with the wording for
the site. JM and BC will sort the appropriate maps and diagrams together from those already
recommended.

JM
BC

10 Date of next meeting. 22.4.21 via Zoom, 7.30 PM.
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